
Next-Generation 

Intelligence for 

Finished Vehicle 

Logistics 

With margins growing tighter and tighter, the need for greater 

efficiency across the vehicle manufacturing supply chain is ever 
increasing. And with success that depends on the ability to process 
thousands of vehicles weekly, FVL providers have a unique challenge 
to determine where within their operations there is room to increase 
efficiencies and cut costs. 

Real-time asset intelligence provided by Cognosos enables FVL 
providers to transform vehicle processing operations with immediate 
access to location data and powerful analytics that deliver impactful 
operational insights. 

Cognosos combines GPS with patented networking technology to 
provide flexible, long-range coverage that is easily deployed. This 
powerful combination enables step-by-step directions to every vehicle 
located within a specified area, eliminating the costly and error-prone 
burden of manually scanning barcodes, and canvassing yards searching 
for vehicles. 

Our cloud-based platform displays real time insights, with vehicle 
location accurate down to a parking spot, and is coupled with a 
powerful dashboard that transforms data into intelligence. 

From bottleneck identification to process optimization, technology from 
Cognosos provides powerful asset intelligence that illuminates insights 
throughout the stages of finished vehicle processing and enables the 
delivery of world-class service.



Features:

• Locate specific vehicles — or groups of vehicles — instantly across multiple yards of varying sizes
• Track vehicles through processes like accessory installations, detailing, and quality inspections
• Review data via our powerful dashboard of analytics and metrics related to vehicle movement and patterns
• Ensure vehicles are staged and ready for shipping, complete and on time
• Trigger alerts and events when unexpected vehicle movements occur
• Leverage tags engineered specifically for vehicle tracking, ensuring long battery life without the need to use an OBD port 
• Deploy with ease - lightweight footprint supports two square miles and up to 10,000 assets with a single gateway

Benefits:

• Drastically reduce the cost and time associated with tracking and locating vehicle inventory
• Accelerate the supply chain, processing vehicles more quickly and reducing inventory holding costs
• Eliminate manual bar code scanning by employees and remove the human error associated with legacy technologies 
• Leverage powerful reports like dwell time and throughput to understand how assets move throughout your facilities
• Transform location data into actionable intelligence that informs decisions and optimizes processes
• Identify bottlenecks before they happen with real-time location information for every vehicle 
• Bring insights to teams quickly with the ability to deploy in weeks

The Next-Generation Tracking Platform

Real-Time Asset Intelligence

Cognosos rapidly deploys to provide Real-Time Location Services (RTLS). By connecting you to your assets, Cognosos empowers your team with the 
tools to optimize processes, reduce costs, and provide world-class customer experiences.

Accelerate Supply Chains

Historical movement data and powerful insights from the Cognosos dashboard provide visual tools to help identify areas for process acceleration. 

Minimal footprint 

Leverage instant asset visibility without the need to install costly and extensive infrastructure.

Manage Exceptions

Leverage alerts and events to identify problems proactively, zeroing in on trouble assets to ensure they receive the attention they require.

Automate Business Rules

Apply your unique business rules to assets and their locations, alerting you if an asset is not where it’s supposed to be or leaves its assigned zone. 
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Cognosos provides the complete solution for real-time asset intelligence that boosts utilization of 
equipment, reduces operating costs, and delivers a better customer experience.

Complete
Fully integrated from tag 
to cloud; includes network, 
hardware and platform

Elegant
Solutions that are elegant in both 
design and execution, making 
them easy to deploy and operate

Actionable
Turn asset data into 
intelligence and drive 
impactful business decisions


